Player Owned Gaming

POG™ Digital
White paper v1
This whitepaper will focus on POG Digital, an NFT collectibles and game company. POG Digital
owns an exclusive trademark license to use the POG™ brand for the creation of an NFT
Gaming Company.
DISCLAIMER
The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or comprehensive and does
not in any way intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a contractual
relationship. The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential users with pertinent
information in order for them to thoroughly analyze the project and make an informed decision.
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Preface: POG, The Iconic 90s Brand is Back

THE WORLD POG FEDERATION™
Flashback to 1993, the wildly popular POG™ game sparked a worldwide craze of Millennial
collecting, trading, and playing. From 1994 to 1998, over 10 billion Authentic POG™ pieces
were sold by Official Retailers in over 30 countries. (US, CANADA, RUSSIA, FRANCE, UK,
GERMANY, SPAIN, ITALY, ISRAEL, AUSTRALIA, MEXICO, BRAZIL…). A USD 500 million
business over only 4 years.
California-based POG Unlimited, dba the WORLD POG FEDERATION™, has held the
trademarks and copyrights to the POG™ brand since 1993. This is critical as others have tried
to launch an NFT emulation of POGs without the Intellectual Properties.
POG™, The Game You Collect, was the first game and collectible sold as trading cards. POG™
discs featured artwork from POGMAN™, the brand’s legendary mascot, as well as more than
100 licensed brands like Disney Pocahontas, Lion King, Toy Story, Star Wars, Barbie, Smurf,
Sonic, Donkey Kong, Power Rangers, POKEMON, NHL…

POG Collections with 3rd Party IP
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POG Collections with POG BRAND IP : Pogman’s Adventures

The POG™ craze engaged millions of millennials both as gamers to win as many POGs™ as
possible and as collectors appreciating the unique art on every POG, from hundreds of Popular
Artists. The success was such that almost anyone who was between 5 and 10 in ‘94-’98
remembers POG™ and POGMAN™. Fast-forward to today and these diehard fans are all
grown up, totaling ~100 million nostalgic adults in over 30 countries. Among these grown-up
fans are tech savvy, blockchain enthusiasts, investors, collectors, gamers, game developers and
a slew of entertainment, sports, and social media celebrities.

According to Katy Perry, POGs have always been Millennial Currency (2021)
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25 years later… POG Unlimited has decided to relaunch POG™ and POGMAN™ brands with
the ambition to make the POG™ Franchise a World-Class Entertainment Brand.
POG Unlimited deploys its strategy among two target groups: today’s kids and grown-up Pogger
adults.
To address the kid’s audience POG Unlimited signed a shopping agreement with a Hollywood
Production company and a major movie star granting an exclusive right to develop an
audiovisual program (anime tv series, film …) based on POG™ and POGMAN™ property.
POG Unlimited decided to focus its adult strategy on initiating a decentralized POG-NFT
Gaming ecosystem through its subsidiary POG Digital. The POG™ brand DNA has always been
Games & Collections, two major drivers for NFT demand.
POG Unlimited believes the growth opportunities for POG Digital are Unlimited.
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POG Digital: Mission & Vision
POG™ has always been a COLLECTIBLE, a GAME … and a COIN.
We want to make POG™ the most desirable NFT collectible with which you play.
POG’s digital mission is to become an interoperable NFT + GAMING Ecosystem connecting
collectors, gamers, game designers, and 3rd party IP owners like entertainment brands, sport
and esport leagues, visual artists, celebrities, and influencers. The current NFT Market’s core
demographic is the Millennial age group. We will build up from the Millennial POG Generation
and extend to broader POP culture communities.
We believe in a future where everyone owns POG-NFTs.
● Where any game designer can build games using POG-NFTs.
● Where any brand or celebrity can create/sell or reward users and consumers with their
POG-NFTs.
● Transferring the ownership of gaming to the players. POG - Player Owned Gaming

Our 3 Sided Market
Collectors & Gamers
Initial target audience: POG Generation ~100 Million Digitally Native Users
The POG Generation represents a group of ~100 million Millennials who are now 30 - 40 year
olds. This group played and collected POGs in the 90s and grew up with video games and an
online world. For them POG™ has always been associated with an exciting game on one side
and a collectible of various IP entertainment brands on the other side. Since most NFT’s current
usage focuses on Gaming and Collecting, POG™ Brand will have a natural legitimacy on the
NFT market. Now is the perfect time as Web3 approaches critical mass and NFTs and crypto
based gaming are growing fast. This platform will be aimed at casual collectors and gamers but
will be robust enough for sophisticated blockchain users.
● Millennials and NFTs drive Sotheby's highest-grossing year ever (Fortune)
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Game Developers
Game Developers do not often have the time and energy to learn and then integrate a
blockchain NFT ecosystem into their games. Most have strong knowledge in all web2 ways of
building games and we think they should keep focus on their strength: “Building amazing
games.”
Example: Call of Duty and Assassin's Creed are both Gaming Franchises that will most likely be
implementing closed-loop (private) NFT ecosystems. They have each had a decade of success
that includes massive communities which will stabilize their future in-game economy of NFTs.
However, it is unlikely that these NFTs will hold value outside of the games and is extremely
unlikely that their NFTs will be able to be used anywhere outside of their specific games.
Regardless, New Game Devs can’t do this and will need to endure another decade of growth to
scale an in-game NFT economy as they must build the game, community, and then the
economy.
Most large companies with established marketplaces are very hesitant to use blockchain
technologies as they inherently lose control when using something that is actually decentralized.
We believe our focus on the POG players, mid sized / grass roots / indie developers, and
Celebrities / IP's looking to be in the NFT space is a high-potential user-base on which to focus.
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Developers can implement the Global POG™ NFT Economy into their games.
Developers are creating games where you can play, win, or lose POG-NFTs. From
Subway Surfing to 1st person shooter targets, spaceships or treasury rewards,
POG-NFTs can be used in-game in infinite ways according to the developers’ creativity.
POG-NFTs will have universal value outside of games, allowing their gamers to earn
real-world monetary value through collecting POG-NFTs in their game.
POG-NFTs will be able to be used in multiple games across many gaming platforms.
Custom benefits may be available in certain games for certain POG-NFTs Collections.
Devs will likely earn credibility and user base immediately by partnering with POG
Digital. Instead of having to build a blockchain and community over many years.
Devs can put POG-NFT Marketplaces in their metaverse and earn Retail Profit.
Funding blockchain games, allowing users to purchase exclusive POG-NFTs in pre-sales
that help fund the creation of the games themselves.

3rd Party IP (Brands, Celebrities, Film Studios…)
Intellectual Property Owners are very interested in creating/selling non fungible collectibles and
seeking the largest audience possible. Implementing a solution that will scale requires the right
people and partnerships and most brands are illiquid and overwhelmed by the challenge.
POG-NFTs will offer IP Owners including Entertainment and Sports Brands, Performers, Game
Studios, Graphic Artists, Esports, and Social Media Celebrities … the unique opportunity to
create and sell to their communities, POG-NFTs collectibles of their own that are utilized in a
broad ecosystem of games.The POG-NFT Ecosystem will initially feature global brands with
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interest in reaching the Millennial POGs’ Generation. We will provide education to assist in
developing custom strategies and art.
● Initial Sales / Minting yields [40%] of the sale for the 3rd Party IP Owner.
● [4%] residually on each Secondary Sale.

Solution: Collectables App & Digital Wallet
POG’s Gaming and Collectibles Ecosystem is the solution to establish the largest audience /
user base for non-fungible token technology, by acting as a platform for
Users/Creators/Developers and the NFT protocols.
Our solution will be a technology bridge between the web2 centralized world to web3, partnering
with IP Owners and Game Devs to seamlessly integrate an established NFT ecosystem.

Ecosystem
Our ecosystem, based on web2 interactions, will ensure a user-friendly experience in the
front-end for users (collectors, game developers and IP Partners) by using traditional interfaces
which they already know and use daily (low latency, cross platform integrations).
Our POG NFT Arcade allows anyone to earn NFTs through skilled and/or chance gameplay and
benefit from the ecosystem without previous knowledge or interest in blockchain technologies.
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All art assets and metadata can be easily created and accessed by 3rd parties, allowing
community Developers and Brand IP Partners to build their own tools and experiences in the
POG Ecosystem.
Bringing NFTs to casual users : Invisible/transparent cryptotech concept

The ecosystem will be based on differents bricks working together:
● Official Arcade Coin - Cryptocurrency - Used to Purchase POG-NFTs Packs (primary
market) and individual POG-NFTs (secondary market)
● POG-NFT Packs - Random Mix of POG-NFTs from Specific Collections or at Random
from Pool
● POG-NFTs Marketplace - Avid Collectors can unlock Art Gallery and Auction Features
● POG-NFTs CREATION Platform - 3rd Party and POG IP per POG, Attachable data
(Gaming, etc)
● POG-NFTs Games - Deflationary Mechanism, Secret POGs, Big Rewards
● Other Tools and Products made by the community

Technology Roadmap
Incubate
●
●

Platform prototype (completed)
Whitepaper (completed)

Phase 1 Smart Contracts
●

Release the Founding Pogger NFT Collection
Arcade Coin Sale - on Solana
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●

Full Launch of NFT Collections - Including Iconic 90’s Brands

Phase 2 Blockchain Interactions
●
●
●
●

POGMAN’s Battle Game NFT Integration (deflationary mechanism and marketing tool)
Collectors Bonus’s (full collections) unlock New Features
○ Ex: Add an auction system for galleries (multiple full collections)
Create Universal Decentralized Exchange for Master List of all Pogs
Create Customer Service Org to Handle User Questions and Challenges

Phase 3 API functionality
Game Developers SDK
● Economy-as-a-Service: POG Global NFT Economy
● Gamers earn real-world monetary value through collecting POG-NFTs in-game.
● POGs will be cross platform while providing specific benefits in specific games.
● POG’s Branding and Community will help scale external games.
● POG Marketplace for In-Game / Metaverse use.

Tokenomics
POG-NFTs Marketplace
The POG-NFTs Marketplace is the central place to buy, sell, and trade your POG-NFTs.
Users can connect to their POG Account using their Web3 Wallet, they will be able to buy and
sell POG-NFTs Packs and POG-NFTs using POG’s Official Arcade - Coin cryptocurrency.
Our web block explorer will allow you to track every POG-NFTs transaction that happens on our
platform and blockchain.
Our metadata API will update scarcity statistics of collectibles in real-time, allowing anyone to
see their collectibles current number in circulation, total supply, number burned, and release
date.

POG-NFTs Creation Platform
The POG-NFT Pack Creation Platform allows creators (brands, personalities and game
developers) to create blind Packs of POG-NFTs collections easily without any knowledge
required. We will require a minting fee, though we will be providing an incredible white glove
onboarding and creation experience.
The POG-NFTs creation Platform will automatically generate blind POG-NFTs Packs with a
Random Mix of POG-NFTs from Specific Collections.
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Within a POG-NFTs collection each POG-NFTs artwork (SKU) will be distributed with a given
and random scarcity level. (Common / Rare / Secret Rare).
POG Creators will receive 40% of the initial sale of their collection, but will be required to cover
any gas fees associated with Minting. We will also provide 4% residual royalties for the Creator
when their POG-NFTs / Collections are sold for every sale after the initial. With custom
metadata to fit the usage they want for their games/products/charities/events.

How Pogman’s Collection is Built
Pogman’s Collection can be seen as a POG-NFTs’ reward pool. Out of all collections 30% of
minted POG-NFTs go directly into Pogman’s Collection. This allows us to have an initial NFT
pool for people to play with and earn in-game. Then, if a player loses a POG-NFTs against
Pogman, a rand is executed, if the value is 0 : the POG is burned, the result is an increase in
scarcity. If the value is 1 : the POG is simply transferred to POGman’s collection.
Since some POG-NFTs will be burned, the same SKU duplicates will have their scarcity score
rise. Collectors and gamers owning those duplicates will see the specific statistics for the rarity
of their POG change as the game is played.

POG-NFTs Types
A POG-NFTs collection is made of
● XXXX NFT-PACKS containing XX POG-NFTs and X SLAMMERS (KINI-NFTs)
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Each POG-NFT has a SKU. The number of UNITS per SKU is determined by its Type and
Rarity.
● Slammers or Kinis
○ 100 per SKU
● Secret Rare
○ 100 per SKU
● Rare:
○ 500 per SKU
● Common:
○ 1000 per SKU
If we consider a collection of 14 Artworks (SKUs), the collection distribution will be as follow :
●
●
●
●

1 Slammer SKUs (100 UNITS of each available)
1 Secret Rare SKUs (100 UNITS of each available)
4 Rare SKUs (500 UNITS of Each Available)
8 Common SKUs (1,000 UNITS of Each Available)

Pogman’s Collection’s share of each collection (30% of POG-NFTs) :
○ 30 UNITS of each Slammers or Kinis SKU
○ 30 UNITS of each Secret Rare SKU
○ 166 UNITS of each Rare SKU
○ 300 UNITS of each Common SKU
SLAMMERS or KINI
The Slammer or Kini is a thicker plastic disc used in POG traditional game play. The Slammer or
KINI is thrown down by players onto the top of the stack of POG causing it to spring up and
POGs to scatter. POGs that have landed face-up are won by the player who threw the Slammer
or Kini.
In the POG digital game play, Slammers or Kini are NFTs collectibles with different in-game
features (material, thickness, special shapes …) adapted to game level environments (floor
material, weather conditions …) like coats or weapons.
The KINI is therefore a premium collectible with features that is played with. It can be bought or
sold or exchanged but not burned. Generic Slammers will be provided for all players to play.
●

1 Slammer / Kini SKU (100 Units Available)
○ Each Collection will Require 1 Corresponding Slammer to be Complete
○ Non-Collection Slammers available in Game for Purchase
○ Collection Slammers are never burned

POG-NFT Rarity
What creates an interest in collectibles is the limited aspect, which results in a scarcity increase
over time. A specific POG-NFT will increase in scarcity according to different parameters.
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Let's say there is a total of 10,000 POG-NFTs “x” minted.
● 30% of those 10,000 POG-NFTs ”x” are directly transferred into Pogman’s wallet as a
rewards pool for players.
● 70% or the 7,000 remaining POG-NFTs “x” are used to fill the specific POG-NFTs Packs
of that collection.
If a player loses his POG-NFT ”x” while playing against the algorithm, there is a ½ chance for
the lost POG-NFT to fill the reward pool, and a ½ chance to be burned.
The total supply will decrease as more players play their POG-NFTs, and older edition
POG-NFTs will increase in scarcity. This value, defined between 0 and 100, can be calculated
with a simple formula: POG “x” rarity = ( supply - burned - Pogman’s collection ) / supply * 100

Limited edition business case - Brands Activation, Loyalty
programs, special events…
Similar to 1994, brands will collaborate and use POG-NFTs as a promotional tool. This means
that a brand will be able to create and mint a small supply of POG-NFTs for a particular use
case. It can be distributed while purchasing real life merchandise, for the release of a movie, or
any strategie the brand would decide.
According to this initial supply, brand strategy, and distribution process, some specific
POG-NFTs may have other ways of building scarcity. This is where the creation tool and
collaboration gives some freedom to our future 3rd Party IP stakeholders.

POG-NFT Sales Revenues Split
Initial POG-NFT Sales
(1st Sale of Minted NFT)
Collections with POG BRAND IP
○ 75% POG Ecosystem
○ 15% POG Foundation
○ 10% Marketplace
● Collections with 3rd Party IP
○ 40% 3rd Party IP Owner
○ 35% POG Ecosystem
○ 15% POG Foundation
○ 10% Marketplace

Secondary POG-NFT Sales
●
○
○
○

●

●
○
○
○
○

Collections with POG BRAND IP
7% POG Ecosystem
2% POG Foundation
1% Marketplace
Collections with 3rd Party IP
4% POG Ecosystem
3% 3rd Party IP Owner
2% POG Foundation
1% Marketplace
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Revenue Splits involving Collections with 3rd Party IP will be on a case by case basis at the
discretion of POG Digital.

Inaugural Arcade Coin Sale
19,930,000 Total Coins Minted
●
●

Initial ICO: 10,000,000 Coins @ $19,930,000 Total Market Cap
2,000,000 Coins Sold Directly to Public
○ POG Digital will oversee liquidation velocity of POG Treasury coin allocations
■ Community and Ecosystem
■ Strategic Partners and Reserve
■ Staking Rewards
○ POG Unlimited will oversee allocation of POG Foundation allocations
$1 Per Coin Target
● 23% Split Between VC Firms & Founders
● 20% to the Public at ICO
● …See Whitepaper for Distribution Schedule
● 9,930,000 Coins reserved for future offerings

Potential Arcade Coin Distribution & Glossary
19,930,000 POG coins….
10,000,000 ICO - with future offerings tbd
● 23% Backers: Founders & Investors. 2,300,000 coins
● 20% Core Contributors: Sold Directly to the Public at ICO. 2,000,000 coins
● 10% Foundation Endowment: Endowment to the POG Foundation also known as POG
Unlimited. Will oversee the longevity of the POG Brand and IP. 1,000,000 coins
● 18.5% Community and Ecosystem: Funding programs and services that engage the
POG community and 3rd Party IP Owners, including developer grants and other
development incentives. 1,850,000 coins
● 5% Strategic Partners and Reserve: Strategic Partners 500,000 coins
● 23.5 % Collectors’ Rewards: Rewards to be paid to stakers of POG-Coin and
POG-NFTs Collections, contributing to the security of the POG Network. 2,350,000 coins
POG Digital withholds the right to create and release additional Arcade Coins to maintain or
enhance the POG Gaming Ecosystem.
○ Founders / Strategic Partners / POG unlimited will get the same % unless
decided differently
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Appendix
Team
Launch & Incubation Team
Julien Savino
Creative Entrepreneur & Strategic Venture Capitalist known for his drive and perseverance with
a proven record in business development.
Currently, CEO and co-owner of POG Unlimited dba the WORLD POG FEDERATION™, the
California-based company that has held the trademarks and copyrights to the POG™ brand
since 1993. He acquired POG Unlimited with a plan to globally reboot the POG™ brand, making
it a world class entertainment IP. Julien has a deep understanding of the POG™ universe as
Julien’s father was the POG Unlimited Licensee for France, Italy and Spain back in the 90s.
Prior to POG Unlimited, Julien was part of the founding management team of Amazon in France
and later acquired a near bankruptcy communication agency. Within 10 years, his agency was a
leading player in the French CSR communications market which he then sold to the Havas
Group, one of the world's largest global communications organizations. Julien has significant
experience in successfully transitioning companies to success, raising funds and coordinating
acquisitions for industry leaders.
As a business developer, Julien is the creator of a major national education program in the field
of road, internet, and health safety for children. Julien has also respectively led initiatives in
sales and marketing for Moët Hennessy Asia Pacific and L’Oréal.
Kyler Frisbee
Relentless Technical Sourcing Optimization, Combined with a Compellingly Dynamic Sales
Approach. Experience in Corporate Leadership Scaling Recruitment and Sales Functions in
Startup Environments. Deployed over $200 Million in Employment Compensation such as Cash
and Equity.
Currently leading multiple software staffing initiatives at Rivian Automotive, scaling out the Data
Platform, Digital Services, Connectivity and Access Systems, and Vehicle Operating System.
Contributing to the scale of Rivian from an $8B valuation through IPO to a $146.3B market cap
on Nov 15, 2021, making it the 3rd most valuable automobile maker, only 5 days after IPO.
Forbes
2x Recipient of Google's Favorite Person to Partner with Award, by Google Staffing
Organization.
Included in 6 funding rounds, totaling $5.7 Billion.
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1st Recruiter on-site @Unity Technologies-Bellevue, scaling the office from 50-300 in 2 years
and earning Forbes 5th most important breakthrough in Ai for 2017.
Led over 300 employment negotiations (sourcing to close) representing companies including
Rivian, Unity Technologies, Google, HBO, Motorola, Getty Images, Nordstrom, Centrify, Real
Self, and dozens of California and Washington Startups with funding by Sequoia Capital,
Amazon, Ford, Brookfield VC, Silver Lake Partners, DFJ Growth, Ignition Partners, Menlo
Ventures, XG Ventures, Voyager Capital, Index Ventures, and Accel Partners.
Building software engineering teams with expertise in AI (computer vision, learning agents,
autonomous systems, etc), Cloud Services/Platforms (Docker, Kubernetes, AWS, GCP, Etc.),
AR/VR (graphics, shaders, physics engines, etc).
Michael Sharpe
Michael has experience in a vast array of technologies relating to both video game and
blockchain development. He started his journey into the video game industry by first getting a
degree in Real Time Interactive Simulation from the DigiPen Institute of Technology, graduating
in 2008.
Michael began working for AirTight Games as a Programmer in 2006 while completing his
degree, and contributed to development on games such as: Dark Void, Murdered: Soul Suspet,
and Quantum Conundrum. During his time at AirTight Games, Michael saw a critical need for
maintenance on the internal servers, source control, and setting up new employees' computers
and accounts. As a result, he also took on the role of IT Manager while also continuing to help
out as a software developer.
In 2014, Michael began working for Motiga, Inc. as a Systems Administrator. He was later
promoted to NetOps Engineer, where he helped develop the online platform for Motiga’s game
Gigantic.
In early 2017, Michael began working for Unity Technologies (recruited by Kyler), as a DevOps
Engineer, and today still works at Unity Technologies as a Software Engineer. During his time at
Unity Michael has set up large auto scalable infrastructure in AWS and GCP using technologies
such as Kubernetes, Docker, Terraform, and Ansible. He has also spent time coding API’s and
other backend micro services using golang.
Also in early 2017, Michael became very interested in Blockchain networks, how they worked,
and began his journey into mining Ethereum. To this day Michael has over 40 GPU’s mining and
securing blockchain networks; they also double as a great heat source during winter! Michael
later went on to fork Ethereum and Ubiq’s code base and launched a small blockchain, where
he experimented with smart contracts, and integrating them into fully 3D games he was
developing using the Unity game engine. Michael has spent a lot of time as a user in the DeFi
space on various blockchain networks such as Ethereum, Tron, Binance Smart Chain, Polygon
(Matic), and others. Michael also serves as a member of the WAX Advisory Council - The
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Worldwide Asset eXchange™ (WAX) is the world's most proven and eco-friendly blockchain for
NFTs, video games and collectibles.
More recently, in November of 2021, Michael founded Alluvion Games LLC, developing a fully
3D Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG) with the future goal of
incorporating blockchain elements, such as NFTs, into their game.
Selden Frisbee
20+ years Financial Services, Corporate Strategy, and Tech / Fintech Experience. Strategic and
analytical financial services leader with extensive background in both small and large
companies in both the public and private sectors. Progressive experience in corporate strategy,
corporate development, private markets investing, strategic planning, and project management.
Passionate about fintech and technology enabled financial services. Currently an Investor
Relations Partner at Quiet Capital. Previously served as a Private Equity investor at Diversified
Trust and as a Managing Director of Corporate Strategy at Charles Schwab. MBA Finance and
Entrepreneurship. BS Finance.
Matt Sorg
Over the past 12 years, Matt’s teams have quickly built scalable products that have added great
value to millions of users.
After licensing his first big deal to license his game's simulation
software, Matt moved onto Riot Games. While there, he saw some gaps in the
player experience around skin codes. Matt and some colleagues started
Korrobox, the first game asset marketplace that synced blockchain activity
with live games. Korrobox went live in 2018. Matt also co-founded a successful
hearing diagnostic and D2C hearing aid company. Matt then managed several
great teams at Unity before leading product and games at Solana Labs, a
protocol that has made a technological leap that will enable great games.
Matt is pumped to help teams build.
We have hit the point with machine learning, infrastructure, data storage, battery improvements,
and scalable decentralized state machines (Solana) that humanity has a real opportunity to
make life changing products. Applying advancements in these areas to hearing health has been
deeply rewarding for Matt. Utilizing the practical capabilities at each stage of the tech stack
really adds up to a huge quality of life improvement for the end user.
Jayne Peressini
The VP of Growth at Dapper Labs, the company behind CryptoKitties, NBA Top Shot, and the
Flow blockchain, Jayne is using blockchain technology to bring NFTs and new forms of digital
engagement to fans around the world paving the way to a more open and inclusive digital world
starting with games and entertainment. Dapper Labs' current studio partners include the NBA,
NBPA, WNBA, WNBPA, LaLiga, NFL, NFLPA, Warner Music Group, Ubisoft, Genies, and UFC.
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They have raised over $600M from leading and notable investors including Andreessen
Horowitz, Google Ventures (GV), Samsung, Reddit, and Coinbase among others.
Jayne’s impressive career in digital marketing includes over eight years of driving growth at
notable companies including DraftKings, MZ and Reddit. Her interest in mobile began at a
young age when she first started porting mobile games in the pre-app store days. Jayne
continues pursuing her passion in mobile by leading and managing user acquisition efforts at
Electronic Arts.

Public API’s
All our API’s will use REST HTTP protocol to be easy to integrate on any application, to abstract
every web3 interaction.

Wallet, Transaction and Marketplace API
The WTM (Wallet Transaction, Marketplace) API will provide a way for third party developers to
browse users wallets and do transactions using the technology they all already know, simple
web2 REST (REpresentational State Transfer) HTTP request. These requests will be translated
by our API in web3 requests/interaction with our public decentralized chain.
Our Gaming SDK will be built on this API as well.

Metadata API
The Public Metadata API will be the metadata sources of every POG-NFT and POG Pack,
providing live scarcity statistics (supply/owned/burned), image, POG metadatas and Creators
customs metadatas, it will also provide the market floor price in game currency and cryptogame
currency. For these reasons it will be a zero authentication required API.

Creators API
The creators API will provide all the functionality for creators to automate creation and
submission of their new creation/collectibles.

POG-NFTs Standard Smart Contract
Every POG-NFT’s smart contracts will follow the PNS (POG-NFT Standard) smart contract, to
provide a uniformed Interface (set of interaction), currently based on Metaplex Solana
Standards.
There will be two smart contract interface:
PNS-1 - POG collection Smart Contract Interface
PNS-2 - POG Surprise Pack (POG Pack) Contract Interface
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